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Expona Commercial PUR
Oiled Oak
4098

Country: 
Canada

City: 
Embrun, ON

Type of Project:
Renovation

Installation Period:
October 2020

Total Flooring Installed:
1,777 sq. ft.

Space:
Dental Office

Since 1985, Westrade Construction Limited has provided General Contractor and 
Project Management services to Ottawa and the outlying area; including interior 
renovations for commercial, industrial, retail and dental / medical spaces.

Luxury vinyl tiles from the Expona Commercial collection were used for a complete 
refurbishment of Embrun Smiles in Embrun, Ontario.

The Expona Commercial collection containing 80 shades spans a plethora of wood 
species, natural stone and man-made materials, each featuring a complementary 
surface texture for an authentic appearance.

The Wood collection features an extensive array of timber designs, offering a mix of 
tones, subtlety and variation. Sympathetically portraying the beauty of natural wood 
planks, the collection includes a variety of design floor solutions allowing you to 
create tailored interior spaces that are striking and alluring to the eye. 

Approximately 1,777 sq. ft. of Expona Commercial Oiled Oak 4098 was installed in 
the dental practice of Dr. Konrad Binder. Chosen by design firm VEGA Design, the 
flooring was fitted throughout the practice, in the reception area, treatment rooms, 
restrooms and lunch room.



“Polyflor offer multiple quality design options. The products are fast and easy to install, low maintenance (polish 
free) products that have high commercial resistance and are cost effective to stay within our budget.

We chose this product for a dental office. The office needed a commercial grade, solid surface but with a product 
that will be more sound absorbent than ceramic tile.

Polyflor’s Product Consultant was a great help on this project. He guided me though their different collections 
and provided me with multiple samples to get the approval of our client on the final design. The service was fast 
and efficient helping us to finalize everything on time.”

- Veronique Gauthier / Owner of VEGA Design
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